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A Note on the Anticomplements of the Fermat Points

Cosmin Pohoata

Abstract. We show that each of the anticomplements of the Fermat points is
common to a triad of circles involving the triangle of reflection. We also gen-
erate two new triangle centers as common points to two other triads of circles.
Finally, we present several circles passing through these new centersand the
anticomplements of the Fermat points.

1. Introduction

The Fermat pointsF± are the common points of the lines joining the vertices of
a triangleT to the apices of the equilateral triangles erected on the corresponding
sides. They are also known as the isogonic centers (see [2, pp.107, 151]) and are
among the basic triangle centers. In [4], they appear as the triangle centers X13

andX14. Not much, however, is known about their anticomplements, which are
the pointsP± which divideF±G in the ratioF±G : GP± = 1 : 2.

Given triangleT with verticesA, B, C,
(i) let A′, B′, C ′ be the reflections of the verticesA, B, C in the respective opposite
sides, and
(ii) for ε = ±1, let Aε, Bε, Cε be the apices of the equilateral triangles erected
on the sidesBC, CA, AB of triangleABC respectively, on opposite or the same
sides of the vertices according asε = 1 or−1 (see Figures 1A and 1B).

Theorem 1. For ε = ±1, the circumcircles of triangles A′BεCε, B′CεAε, C ′AεBε

are concurrent at the anticomplement P−ε of the Fermat point F−ε.

2. Proof of Theorem 1

For ε = ±1, let Oa,ε be the center of the equilateral triangleAεBC; similarly
for Ob,ε andOc,ε.

(1) We first note thatOa,−ε is the center of the circle throughA′, Bε, and
Cε. Rotating triangleOa,εAB throughB by an angleε ·

π
3
, we obtain triangle

Oa,−εCεB. Therefore, the triangles are congruent andOa,−εCε = Oa,εA. Simi-
larly, Oa,−εBε = Oa,εA. Clearly,Oa,εA = Oa,−εA

′. It follows thatOa,−ε is the
center of the circle throughA′, Bε andCε. Figures 1A and 1B illustrate the cases
ε = +1 andε = −1 respectively.

(2) Let A1B1C1 be the anticomplementary triangle ofABC. SinceAA1 and
A+A− have a common midpoint,AA+A1A− is a parallelogram. The linesAA−ε

andA1Aε are parallel. SinceA1 is the anticomplement ofA, it follows that the
line A1Aε is the anticomplement of the lineAA−ε. Similarly,B1Bε andC1Cε are
the anticomplements of the linesBB−ε andCC−ε. SinceAA−ε, BB−ε, CC−ε
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concur atF−ε, it follows thatA1Aε, B1Bε, C1Cε concur at the anticomplement of
F−ε. This is the pointP−ε.

(3) A1B1C1 is also theε-Fermat triangle ofA−εB−εC−ε.
(i) TrianglesABεCε andCBεA1 are congruent, sinceABε = CBε, ACε = AB =
CA1, and each of the anglesBεACε andBεCA1 is min

(

A + 2π
3

, B + C + π
3

)

.
It follows thatBεCε = BεA1.
(ii) TrianglesABεCε andBA1Cε are also congruent for the same reason, and we
haveBεCε = A1Cε.

It follows that triangleA1BεCε is equilateral, and∠CεA1Bε = π
3
.

(4) BecauseP−ε is the second Fermat point ofA1B1C1, we may assume
∠CεP−εBε = π

3
. Therefore,P−ε lies on the circumcircle ofA1BεCε, which is

the same as that ofA′BεCε. On the other hand, since the quadrilateralAA+A1A−

is a parallelogram (the diagonalsAA1 andA−A+ have a common midpointD,
the midpoint of segmentBC), the anticomplement of the lineAA− coincides with
A1A+. It now follows that the linesA1A+, B1B+, C1C+ are concurrent at the
anticomplementP− of the second Fermat points, and furthermore,∠C+P−B+ =
π
3
. Since

∠C+AB+ = 2π − (∠BAC+ + ∠CAB + ∠B+AC)

=
4π

3
− ∠CAB

=
π

3
+ ∠ABC + ∠BCA

= ∠ABC+ + ∠ABC + ∠CBM

= ∠C+BM,
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it follows that the trianglesC+AB+ andC+BM are congruent. Likewise,∠C+AB+ =
∠MCB+, and so the trianglesC+AB+ andMCB+ are congruent. Therefore, the
triangleC+MB+ is equilateral, and thus∠C+MB+ = π

3
. Combining this with

∠C+P−B+ = 60◦, yields that the quadrilateralMP−B+C+ is cyclic, and since
A′MB+C+ is also cyclic, we conclude that the anticomplementP− of the sec-
ond Fermat pointF− lies on the circumcircle of triangleA′B+C+. Similarly, P−

lies on the circumcircles of trianglesB′C+A+, andC ′A+B+, respectively. This
completes the proof of Theorem 1.

3. Two new triangle centers

By using the same method as in [6], we generate two other concurrent triadsof
circles.

Theorem 2. For ε = ±1, the circumcircles of the triangles AεB
′C ′, BεC

′A′,
CεA

′B′ are concurrent.

Proof. Consider the inversionΨ with respect to the anticomplement of the second
Fermat point. According to Theorem 1, the images of the circumcircles of triangles
A′B+C+, B′C+A+, C ′A+B+ are three lines which bound a triangleA′

+B′
+C ′

+,
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whereA′
+, B′

+, C ′
+ are the images ofA+, B+, andC+, respectively. Since the

imagesA′′, B′′, C ′′ of A′, B′, C ′ underΨ lie on the sidelinesB′
+C ′

+, C ′
+A′

+,
A′

+B′
+, respectively, by Miquel’s theorem, we conclude that the circumcircles of

trianglesA′
+B′′C ′′, B′

+C ′′A′′, C ′
+A′′B′′ are concurrent. Thus, the circumcircles

of trianglesA+B′C ′, B+C ′A′, C+A′B′ are also concurrent (see Figure 3).
Similarly, inverting with respect to the anticomplement of the first Fermat point,

by Miquel’s theorem, one can deduce that the circumcircles of trianglesA−B′C ′,
B−C ′A′, C−A′B′ are concurrent. �
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Figure 3.

Javier Francisco Garcia Capitan has kindly communicated that their points of
concurrency do not appear in [4]. We will further denote these points by U+, and
U−, respectively. We name these centersU+, U− the inversive associates of the
anticomplementsP+, P− of the Fermat points.

4. Circles around P± and their inversive associates

We denote byO, H the circumcenter, and orthocenter of triangleABC. LetJ+,
J− be respectively the inner and outer isodynamic points of the triangle. Though
the last two are known in literature as the common two points of the Apollonius
circles, L. Evans [1] gives a direct relation between them and the Napoleonic con-
figuration, defining them as the perspectors of the triangle of reflectionsA′B′C ′
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with each of the Fermat trianglesA+B+C+, andA−B−C−. They appear asX15,
X16 in [4].

Furthermore, letW+, W− be the Wernau points of triangleABC. These points
are known as the common points of the folloing triads of circles:AB+C+, BC+A+,
CA+B+, and respectivelyAB−C−, BC−A−, CA−B− [3]. According to the
above terminology,W+, W− are the inversive associates of the Fermat pointsF+,
andF−. They appear asX1337 andX1338 in [4].

We conclude with a list of concyclic quadruples involving these triangle centers.
The first one is an immediate consequence of the famous Lester circle theorem [5].
The other results have been verified with the aid of Mathematica.

Theorem 3. The following quadruples of points are concyclic:
(i) P+, P−, O, H;
(ii) P+, P−, F+, J+;
(ii ′) P+, P−, F−, J−;
(iii) P+, U+, F+, O;
(iii ′) P−, U−, F−, O;
(iv) P+, U−, F+, W+;
(iv′) P−, U+, F−, W−;
(v) U+, J+, W+, W−;
(v′) U−, J−, W+, W−.
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